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CRF CHINA CAVE EXPEDITION A SUCCESS
The first U.S. expedition to the caves of
China ended March 19 after three weeks of
work in Guangdong, Hunan and Guanxi
provinces. Six kilometers of previously
uncharted passage with deep vertical shafts,
subterranean rivers, and enormous
underground chambers were surveyed by the
twelve-member team; many walking leads
remain. Leader Ron Bridgeman, a past CRF
directcr Erof'l\ Tucson. Arizona. org anized the
expedition at the invitation of the Inst1tute
of Karst Geology, Guilin, and the Speleological Society of South China Normal
University, Guangzhou , two of China's
principal cave research organizations.
China contains more reserves of limestone
than the rest of the world combined, but
fewer than one percent of the country's
thousands of caves have been thoroughly
explored. Recent work by British and
Belgian teams uncovered extensive cave
systems in Guanxi, Guizhou, and Hubei
provinces, but the CRF team was the first to
search for caves in Guangdong and Hunan,
and the first to work s i multaneously with
both Chinese caving organizations.
One cave explored in northern Guangdong,
Tongtianluo Shaft or The Basket of Heaven,
is a football-field size hole 100 meters
deep. Hidden near a remote mountain village
that had seen no Western visitors since
before WWII, the pit was so wide that a
forest of palm trees, manderin oranges, and
tree ferns grew on its bottom. Explorers
found a decayed piece of human cranium,
Presumably the remains of one of eight
villagers rumored to have fallen into the Pit.
In Swallow Cave, near Ruyuan, the team
found a high-ceilinged room 100 meters in
diameter with passages leading to two
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underground streams and four dry tunnels ·all too long to reach the end in two dar·s of
extensive survey. Wah Hua Van Cave, a
tourist cave in southern Hunan, yielded over
four kilometers of previously unexplored
stream passage with deep pools, rapids, and
waterfalls, ending at an unclimbable 12
meter falls. Nearby. teams discovered and
mapped several more caves, including one
which contained a stone wall from the late
Ming Dynasty, Ching Dynasty inscriptions,
and many pottery fragments.
Detailed survey work was accompanied by
biological and geological observations.
Advice and plans for tour cave and wild cave
management and for cave rescue procedures
were presented to the Chinese. The CRF
team supplied rope and gear, as well as
training in modern caving techniques, to
representatives of the two Chinese groups.
With the success of the '88 expedition, plans
are already underway for return trips in '89
and '90. More details on the expedition will
appear in the August Newsletter.
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President , 10 19 Maplewood Drive , Cedar
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READERS WRITE
J IM WHITE'S SINGULAR CAVERN
(A response from Carlsbad Caverns National
Park, v-1herein lies the world famous Carlsbad
Cavern>.
Jim \vhlte 's book CThe Discovery and History
of Co,rlsbad Caverns], of course . was written
byTrank ErnesTmCholson who never
managed to tell anything straight.
Nicholson 's own book (also published in 1930>
used "Cavern" on the cover. Blanche Grant,
1927. "Carlsbad Caverns". first chapter "Ji m tei.TShowtl'e discovered the Cavern" ;
1928 -"Guide book to Carlsbad Cavern" ;
Ander s on, 1928;-11 Carlsbad Cavern of New
Mex i ~Q". So some k ne\ITt was smgular, some
Cfi"a''lot. If Jim could have written he would
have called it a Cavern!
Ronal Kerbo

CARLSBAD CAVERN RESTORATION
CAMP. 1988
The combined CRF I NSS I NPS restoration
camp will take place at Carlsbad Cavern June
6-10. Sign up for five fun-filled days (and
nights) working with super cavers from all
over the country to help bring parts of
Carlsbad Cavern back to its pristine glory.
For a me~e $35 per person (including $10
reg1stratwn fee) you and the visitors to the
Cavern will be able to enjoy the beauty you
have uncovered for many years to come.
Please c~me and Join us - to register, send
$10 to D1ck Venters , 410 Stallion Road, Rio
Rancho , NM 87124. (505-892-7370>

Fee Increase. Owing to rising food costs,
thedally fee for Mammoth Cave expeditions
has been increased .to $9.
Cave diggers wanted William Halliday asks
if there are any CRF cavers interested in
digging out a cave he owns -near North Town,
KY. Called Logsdon's :Cave, it h·as a 30ft pit
entrance. The known cave is -short but air
circulation through the talus smells of
sewage which Bill interprets to mean a
s~ream p~ssage is pearbY. (connectin~ with
Fisher R1dge Cave?). Wnte or call him at his
new address: 6530 Cornwall Court,
Nashvllle, TN 37205. 615-352-9204.
Sholarships to University in the Park
Available. The CRF Board of Directors
seeks to foster increased knowledge and
appreciation of the karst of the Mammoth
Cave region among Joint venturers, and also
to support the summer University in the Park
sponsored by Western Kentucky University.
The Board will award two scholarships in
1988 to meritorious JVs. To apply, write to
the CRF Board, c/o John Tinsley, 1040
Oakland Avenue, Menlo Park, CA 94025,
describing your caving interests and why you
are interested in the program. You may
select any course, for credit or for audit.
Course schedules mav be obtained from
Nicholas Crawford, Center for Cave & Karst
Stud ies, Western Kentucky University,
Bowling Green, KY 42101. If you are
selected the Board will reimburse you for
tuition and fees. You will be responsible for
travel and other expenses.

*****
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NEW CAVERS

~

*** Elizabeth Mary <Betty) Lavoie was born
October 12. By the time this note appears,
she should already have made her first
caving trip. Congratulations to Kathy and
James.
*** Sue and Dave Ecklund also have a new
addition to their family - Cathi Marie.
Congratulations to Sue and Dave.
CORRECTIONS
~ome

geographical errors crept into the last

ISSUe.

1. Blanchard Springs Cavern is in Arkansas
<AR>, not Alaska <AK>!
2. The biology trip during the September
Mammoth Cave expedition took place inLand
N Cave, not Parker Cave.

The editors have signed up for a course in
geography for beginners.
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MISSOURI OZARKS - NEW CRF
PROJECT AREA
Cave survey and inventory in Missouri has
been conducted under various operating
agreements on state and federal lands since
1980. Following an agreement reached with
the Missouri Speleologi cal Survey. it will
continue as a j01nt pr oJe ct of t he CR F and
MSS. The Missouri Department of Natural
Res ources, 1--1hich s tores all ca ve-related
data on behalf of the MSS, will continue to
store maps and repo r ts ; the CR F will provide
expertise in field operation management.
Most ot the Ozarks of southern Missouri is
karstic. The giant springs for which the area
is famous are deep : Blue Spring along the
Cur rent river has been explored to a depth
of over 300ft. The longest known caves are
those in a transition from water filled to air
filled. The input points for water are
usually burled beneath clay and chert
res1duum, and the caves are generally
entered from the outlets. There are also
many dry caves representing fragments of
earlie r stages of development.
State and federal agencies own large tracts
of this rugged landscape. The Ozark
National Scenic Riverways, containing 80,000
acres along the Current and Jacks Fork
Rivers , includes about 280 caves. Most are
less than 1OOft long, but some are extensive.
The goal of the survey is to identify and map
all of them - over 150 have been mapped to
date. The comprehensive documentation
allows the NPS to plan meaningful
management strategies. Many caves have
spectacular speleothems, and several are
critical habitat for gray and Indiana bats,
blind cave fish and crayfish. Archaeological
and paleontological sites abound.
The largest federal landowner is the Mark
T1-1ain National Forest, covering 1.5 million
acres, mostly on the Ozark plateau.
Surveyors have concentrated on some of the
larger caves. Turner Mill, Falling Spring,
and a third very sensitive site have been
surveyed to over a mile in length.
The Missouri Department of Conservation
has bought several caves to protect bat
habitat. Most of the bat sites are large ,
complex stream caves. About three miles
have been mapped in Powder Mill Creek Cave,
and abo"ut two miles each in Great Scott and
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Great Spirit Caves. Great Scott contains a
ma Jor gray bat ma t er nity colony, and IS the
se cond largest Ind1ana bat hlberna culu rn 1n
Mlssour·i - mapping trips are restricted to
one weekend per yea r . Many caves lie witr1in
the State Park system: se ve ral of them have
been mapped , and efforts are continuing.
Among the more interesting pro je cts IS a
lar ge-scale t opographic map of Grand Gulf
State Park: Grand Gulf is a dee p canYo n
caused by tr1e collapse of a n enormous cave.
Mucr1 could and should be do ne ..,,,i t h t he
relationships between landforms, geologi ca l
formations , and cave develo pment.
Oppcwtuni ties abound for researche rs
inte r ested in a r elatively unstud ie d ar ea.
Scott House

MINING PROPOSAL THREATENS
MISSOURI KARSTLANDS
As the CRF begi ns its Involvement with
Missou r i cave research , a disp ute is ragi ng
ove r· resou rce management on the Ma rk Twa in
National Forest. The MTNF Hants to open a
120,000 acre e :< pa nse in southern Missourt t o
le a d mining.
The area is Probably the most kar stic regi on
in Missouri. It is a wild and scenic la nd,
lying between the Current and Eleven Po1 nt
Nat ional Scenic Rivers , both of which are fe d
by gigantic springs. The vast watershed of
Big Spring on the Curre nt River includes
most of the proposed mining area ; the rest
drai ns to spr lngs on t he Eleve n Po int .
Permanent surface st r eams a r e
non-existent , and many stream caves
unclerlie the area. Sinkr1oles are common , but
most of the recharge points have no surf ace
expr-ession. Impoundments have a long
historY of fa ilur·e, which ma kes the prospec t
of 300 -acr e taillngs ponds alarrning.
In a Draft Env1ronmental I mpact St atement
released last December , the Forest Serv1 ce
states there is a high r1s k of ground water
contamination, but finds the nsk a cceptible.
The proposal has generated more response
than any otr1er issue on the Forest, with 90 %
of respondents arguing against It. Among
those opposed are the National Park Serv ice ,
which sees a threat to th e water quality of
the Current River, the state Department of
Natural Resources, and the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service.
continued p.14
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CHANGING ATTITUDES:
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AN INTERVIEW WITH RICK SMITH.

T11ere has t1een an enormous change in the
attitude of the National Park Service toward
cavers and caving over the past two decades.
In earlier davs. cavers were often regarded
as vandals. Caving was considered at best a
hassle, and at worst destructive. But in
many parts of the country cavers have
gradually established a rapport with the
NPS, and have gained a respect which is still
growing. The NPS philosophy, too, is
changing from pure protectionism to an
emphasis on interpretation, study, and the
responsible use of resources. Many NPS
people real1ze that the caving community is
their best ally in achieving their goals for
cave management.
'What are the roots of the changing
attitudes? 'While attending a recent
Lechuguilla Expedition, I explored this
question in intervle'I"''S with U1ree people:
Rick SmiH1, the Superintendent of Carlsbad
Caverns National Park; Ronal Kerbo, the
resident "Cave Specialist" at CCNP; and
Donald D.av1s, caver extraordinaire and
sometime seasonal ranger at Carlsbad. The
Interviews 1-1ill appear in consecutive issues.
Rick Smith grew up in Michigan, and has
an educational background in history and
English literature. Following a stint as a
teacr1er. he served as a professor of
philosophy in the Peace Corps in Paraguay.
Since 1971, he has been on the permanent
staff of the NPS, and since April 1986, has
been Superintendent of Carlsbad Caverns
National Park. Smith's hobbies lean toward
the outdoors: river-running, skiing and
backpacking. He is not a caver, but genuinely
supports cavers and caving.
Norm Pace.
NP : 'What are your policies regarding the
recreational use of caves? Have the
attitudes of NPS personnel toward cavers
changed?
RS: Our policy at Carlsbad Caverns is
relat1vely specific about recreational caving,
and I think relat1vely permissive. 'we regard
caves outs1de the main Cavern as places that
we want to make available to recreational
cavers. 'We have divided the Park caves into
cateqoues. by di fficultY and bY the value of
tr1e1r resources. People can call into the
Park and. if a cave is relatively accessible
and doesn't contain rare or significant
speleothems, they can be issued a permit.
For· other caves, there are additional
requ1rements. An applicant may have to
document caving experience; we may require
different leadership, or even that the group
be accompanied bv a ParV. Ranger. I believe
there is no sense in locking up the caves: it
would be like throwing a padlock around El
Capitan. On the other hand, 1-'le need to
cons1der our responsibilities to preserve the
resource.

Our attitudes toward cavers have changed.
Partly that is because cavers have changed.
They have become increasingly responsible,
and increasingly dedicated to conservation.
I regard the formation of the American Cave
Conservation Association as a very healthy
evolution in the cavers' attitude. Or,
consider that the NSS in the past has had
only a small section devoted to conservation.
Now, conservation is a maJor concern of the
Society. I can imagine the NSS in the future
becoming primarily a conservation
organization with a small recreational
component. As a consequence, you are
seeing landowners and federal authorities
become increasingly flexible.
NP: When you or your staff are
approached about a project on Park property,
what are you looking for? Do you have any
bias for CRF projects?
RS: First I want to know what is the
need; that is, what do we already know about
it. Then I want to know whether the people
can do the proJect. 1 want to know that
something is going to come out of the
pipeline - a report, a paper, or something
that will help us understand our cave
resources. Also, frankly, I'm going to
wonder what it will cost me in personnel,
time or equipment. Finally, but not least, I
will be concerned about the potential impact
on the caves within the Park.
We have, as you know, a national
"Memorandum of Agreement" with CRF, so I
think we have a bias in that direction.
However, I am open to proposals from almost
anyone. If two proposals appeared on my
desk, one from CR F and another from an
equally competent group, I suppose I would
lean toward CRF because of the Agreement
and the long history of CRF contributions to
the Park. It is also my feeling that the more
individuals and groups work cooperatively
the better.
NP: Have your perception and attitudes
toward the public use of caves changed since
coming to Carlsbad Caverns?
RS: Let me preface that by saying my
attitude toward caves has changed. Having
never worked in or near a cave park before, I
knew little about them. I probably had an
attitude similar to a lot of people; caves
were mysterious and dark and the kind of
people who went into them, other than into
show caves, seemed a little weird. Coming
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here i"1as made me understand that caves
offer something for the soul. A lot of the
questions I've asked myself - about how the
world was formed, what this planet is all
about - are probably the kinds of questions
you ask yourself in the Great Western
Borehole [of Lechuguilla Cave J, or things I
th ink about in places l can get to, like Lake
of the Clouds. Caves offer some of the
answers to those questions. I'm also more
a ware that caves are important i n
understanding the aquifers, and all that.
Caves are still mysterious - I don't want to
remove that - but they are a lot more
scientifically important to me.
There has been a parallel evolution in my
attitude toward cavers. I really did think
cavers were "spelunkers" - primarily
recreationalists. I don't believe I realized
there were people interested in caves from a
research standpoint, and that they were
willing to expend time, energy and money in
their study. That had a profound effect on
my whole attitude toward why a place like
Carlsbad Cavern is so important. And I don ' t
mean important from just a CRF standpoint
or a wild cave standpoint. It relates to how
the Park Service is changing.
One of the smartest guys I've ever had
contact with was Freeman Tilden, now dead,
often considered to be the father of
interpretation for the Park Service. He said
we have to understand that when people
come to a National Park, if we just provide
them information, we aren't doing any good.
He said that interpretation is provocation.
Last year 780,400 people came to Carlsbad
Cavern- we had a tremendous opportunity to
provoke those people into some serious
thinking about caves and about cave
pr eservation. If you can instill in these
people some respect for Carlsbad Cavern,
maybe - .Just maybe - it won't be a large step
until they have some respect for this whole
planet. If we have any hope for our survival
as a species, we have got to rearrange the
wa;· we treat the Earth. I believe tha}
Carlsbad Cavern is a great place to make
that first step. If we can't protect a place
like Carlsbad, the future for the planet is
pretty dim.
So, we've been tinkering with our
interpretive set-up and our public
information program, with our bat flight
program and so on. We want to instill in our
visitors a bit of the feeling that I sense a
lot of cavers have. The Park ranger becomes
a transfer point, where we can take the love
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and respect that cavers have for
Underground America, and filter it in an
understandable way to people. Then, when
they're sitting at home and think about
Carlsbad Cavern, maybe they will begin to
think about caring for their home
environment, too.
Mind you, I'm not naive enough to think
every caver is a responsible, concerned
environmentalist. You and I both know that
isn't true. There are trash cavers and
outlaw cavers. There are people who are in
it for ego, or for only exploring virgin
passages. But I th i nk most cavers share a
reverence for caves that I 1-vould like 780,000
visitors to Carlsbad to pick up.
NP: Has the CRF played a role in your
changed attitudes?
RS: Of course. I don't think there's been
a holiday weekend since I've been here that
there haven't been CRF people in the Park.
Even without the lure of Lechuguilla, they
came week after week, involve.d in
restoration projects, resurveys , and so forth
- what does this tell you? Most of the
cavers in the Park are CRF-associated. Also ,
it really helps me to have a guy like Kerbo on
the staff. I think that a lot of the change in
attitude at Carlsbad can be traced to Ron.
He has been not only the Park's conscience , a
voice for caves, but also a voice for cavers.
NP: Has the Lechuguilla project molded
your attitudes further? CThe Lechuguilla
survey, directed by Rick Bridges~ Roy Glaser
and John Patterson, is not a CR r project, but
many CRF affiliates participate.]
RS: I think it's going to have a profound
effect on that kind of project caving in all
our National Parks that have caves. Except
for a little bit of unpleasantness at the
beginning, there has been so little acrimony,
so much cooperation, so much hard work, that
there has been dramatic progress on the
project. [see article p.12 J Lechuguilla is
such an exceptional discovery, and the
cooperation between the caving community
and the Park Service has been so
outstanding, _that I hope it will stand as a
model for a long time to come.
The way I look at it, for Carlsbad Caverns
not to get along with the caving community
would be ludicrous. I believe that cavers are
our most important constituent group.
Organized cavers should be our most ardent
critics and the most zealous defenders of the
caves.
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EXPEDITIONS
GUADALUPES

Pale ontology, December 12.
Leader. Barbara arn Ende

Le c ~IL.,!CJL,J)lla

Th1s was a trip to examine the bone depos1ts
1n Lechugullla Cave. The crew included three

biologists specializing in Pleistoce ne faun a
mick Smartt, Dave and Mark Hafner), and a
reporter. The biologists looked for talus
cones, common places to find bones. In the
small room just past the culvert, a quick
che ck turned up some rodent bones. We next
examined tl'"1e bone that had been stepped on
by earlY explorers in the fine-grained
deposi ts a little farther ln. Careful
ins pe ction showed an articulating surface on
only one end - it was therefore a neural
spine (the upwardly pro jecting bone attached
to the centrum of a vertebra). Its great
lengt h 1ndlcates that it probably came from a
large herbivore, such as a camel or bison.
Th e bones in Wooden Lettuce passage were
found to be those of a bob cat. Based on
compansons wit h other Guadalupe caves, the
bobcat and neural spine a re thought to be
16 ,000 years old. A few bat bones 1-vere seen
in a small passage complex below the
Colorado Room.
On exit ing, we found an incredible 50 mph
wind blowing out through the culvert. We
discovered the cause of the wind, as we soon
found ourselves in the worst blizzard of the
winter.

New Year's Expedition, January 1-3.
Leader, Dave Logan
In Carlsbad Cavern, two insect census
transects were set up in the Big Room.
Traps were also set in Sand Passage, Bat
Cave, and Left Hand Tunnel. Field checking
of the Carlsbad quadrangle maps took place
in the Music Room, New Mexico Room, and
the north part of Lower Cave.
A tr ip went to Lechuguilla to work out the
logist ics of getting a film crew and
equipment into and out of the cave [see
Lechuguilla Video p.7J. A cave hunting and
geology trip went to Rattlesnake Canyon and
Upper Walnut Canyon. The trend of
Lechuguilla 's Western Borehole was followed
for about half a mile , but no surface
indications were seen. One trip went to
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Spider Cave in an attempt to extend it
southward. Several leads were found, but
nothing went farther than 60ft. In
Corkscrew Cave, trail cair-ns were rebuilt.
Twenty-seven people attended, putting in 95
hours of work.

Presidents Day Expedition, Feb. 13-15.
Leader, Rick Rhinehart
The task for this expedition was
field-checking potential caves in McKittrick
Canyon. A group hiked two miles to look at
Rattle Bush Cave, located 250ft above the
floor along the north wall of the canyon.
First noticed during the January expedition,
the cave wasn't entered owing to an exposed
25ft climb. This time, Donald Davis
scrambled up the cliff face and entered the
presumably virgin cave. He didn ' t have much
to explore - the cave ended in 12ft. An
adjacent hole offered only 12ft of crawl way.
Another group looked at a suspicious
depression which had been spotted through
binoculars, located 1200ft above the canyon
floor. The depression, which was difficult to
reach , was 100ft long, 30ft wide and over
30ft deep. It was floored with large blocks,
and choked with brush. Careful examination,
especially along its sheer northern wall,
turned up no sign of a cave. The head of a
gulley 200ft below the depression was
interesting; its abrupt end hinted of cavern
development. An overhang was decorated
with stalactites up to 4" long, and a steeply
ascending crack seemed to be developed
along a joint, but there was no real cave.
Two party members investigated a small
"fin" along the ridge east of the depression.
They discovered a 6" wide fissure which
dropped 15ft to a room. There was no
noticeable air flow. A brief reconnaissance
was made of the prominent fins west of the
depression. <cave development in the
Guadalupes is commonly related to "fins",
which may be surface expressions of
case-hardened Joint swarms.) Two likely
holes were spotted through binoculars. The
group found four addi tiona! holes in
McKittrick and North McKittrick Canyons. All
of these are worth checking.

MAY,
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Lechugullla Video. Feb. 13-21.
Leader, Harvey DuChene
CRF members, in cooperation with NSS and
independent cavers, provided support to a
team of cinematographers from the Denver
Museum of Natural History. David Baysinger
of the museum is making a videotape
documentary of some of the important recent
discoveries in Lechuguilla. The video will be
used by the museum and by the Park Service
at Carlsbad Caverns.
Forty-four people took part. About 150
pounds of cameras, recorders, lights, and
batteries were moved in backpacks through
three miles of passage, including several
thousand feet of crawlway and maze, as well
as three vertical pitches of 80, 150 , and
230ft. More than 2500ft of rope was used to
help move equipment and people up and down
t he pitches and for protection at exposed
traverses. To avoid depleting the pools in
the cave, water was also hauled ln.
Three trips, averaging 18 hours each, were
spent in filming, and many other t r ips were
made to replenish water and to move equipment. More than two hours of underground
videotape footage was obtained. The
entrance drop, Boulder Falls , and Glacier
Bay were taped on the first trip; the second
covered the beautiful F-survey, Lake
LaBarge, the gypsum flowers along Yellow
Brick Road, and the Chandelier Ballroom,
with its stunning display of giant selenite
crystals. The third trip documented the
Great White Way leading to Deep Secrets and
Deep Expectations, 1000ft down. Taping was
also done on the surface for back-up
material and interviews. During slack
periods clean-up survey trips were sent into
Carlsbad Cavern and Spider Cave.
Many people played key roles, but several
stand out - Rick Bridges, guide and in-cave
leader; Jill Phillips, who ran the kitchen; Bill
Ziegler, who planned the meals; Rich Wolfert,
who found something for everyone to do
between trips; Jason Richards and crew, who
kept the water caches full; Mac Deets and
Mike Reid, who installed the rigging.

*****
With the Carlsbad maps close to completion,
attention is shifting to the back-country
caves of Guadalupe Mountains National Park.
To accomodate the GM NP expeditions, a new
field house has been established at

Ship-in-the-Desert, near the McKittrick
Canyon trailhead.

MAMMOTH CAVE
New Year ExPedition, Dec. 30 - Jan. 2.
Leader, Richard Zopf.
This was a relatively small (18 participants),
highly qualified (13 party leaders), and
smooth running expedition. Even the two
newer cavers were competent in everything
they did. Scott House warmed up about half
the cavers by working in Main Cave for a day
before the official start, and set the tone
for odd-sized parties; his had eight! We
never matched that feat of coordination, but
accomplished some special tasks with
efficient two-person parties. The key to
success was flexibility in assignments; no
matter what the task, the work was
distributed evenly among the party members.
As a result, a lot was accomplished. A
large section of Main Cave, from St
Catherine City to Wright's Rotunda, was
resurveyed with a detailed sketch; part of
Solitary Cave was resurveyed, and a
narrative description of it started. Solitary
Cave is a complicated passage, and will
absorb some attention before it is well
understood. Resurvey in the Foundation
Hall area contributed to Paul Hauck's Pohl
Avenue map. Bob Osburn's Fritch Avenue
crew added 400ft to a lead pioneered by Don
Coons. A long stretch of Silliman Avenue
was mapped in detail, while sketch
enhancement and resurvey took place in Fox
Avenue, Bransford Avenue, and Kentucky
Avenue for the Mammoth Cave Ridge maps.
The most interesting discovery was a 20ft
high canyon following a wet crawl at the
upstream end of Hickle Trickle (Mammoth
River). Rick Olson continued his geological
survey of the New Entrance.
1988 is to be the beginning of renewed focus
on cave conservation by survey parties. It
is also the beginning of a concerted effort to
make building maintainance a habit. Since all
expedition members swore to pursue these
concepts while their left hands were on
Floyd's casket, and their right hands were
holding carbide lights, we are sure to see
significant advances.
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With temperatures near freezing, a smallcave inventory party investigated a Joppa
Ridge shelter, and found strong evidence of
aboriginal use. They then went overland to
inventory the eastern end of Lee Cave's
Marshall Avenue in Deer Park Hollow. The
surface expression of this terminal
breakdown is quite spectacular. Dave
Griffith worked on beetle population studies
in Great Onyx Cave.
Parties in Mammoth Cave did replacement
survey of upper level trunk passages- Main
Cave (from Wright's Rotunda to Proctor's
Arcade). Blackall Avenue, and Solitary Cave.
Many blasting caps were found in Blackall
Avenue; these date from an attempt in the
late 1930s to excavate a route to Paradise in
the New Discovery section. A party in Grund
Trail, in the Unknown section, dld
replacement survey and descriptive work. A
Central Kentucky Karst Coall tion codperati ve
party went into Hawkins/ Logsdon River to
try to uncover an upper level route past the
sometimes sumped "DMZ" (the Rappel/
Mammoth link). They mapped 600ft in a loop,
which included two more drafty domepits,
both with good looking leads about 15ft up.
Next day, a surface party did a traverse to
check an elevation error in the Unknown to
Austin Entrance loop. Richard Zap£ used a
precision automatic level to survey from
Unknown Entrance to Austin, then up to
Crystal. It is remarkable that Unknown is
only 35 feet below the ceiling of Collins
Avenue, the highest passage in the cave.
The surveyors noted that Three Sisters
Hollow still has a row of concrete piers from
the Job Corps outfall line. It would be nice
to devise a way to remove them. Parties
returned to Main Cave to continue the tour
trail survey westward as far as Giant's
Coffin, and to map Proctor's Arcade,
previously unsurveyed by CRF.
Another party, led by Bob Osburn, went to
the L-survey, a long, dry passage opposite

the Mammoth - Proctor connection area in
Hawkins River. A thaw was melting 4" of
snow, but Saturday's party had reported low.
water in the upstream sump. Bob, with Julie
Sotsky and Mel Park, mapped 800ft ln a
major unexplored extension of the L-survey
to the southeast. They intersected a larger
(8ft high, 20ft wide) passage, which they
mapped southwest for another 11 OOft. The
large passage turned out to have been
mapped by Don Coons in 1979, working from
the T-survey farther downstream in Hawkins
River. This closes a large loop within the
River System. Many leads remain.
By the time Bob's party returned to the river
at 2 a.m., a Saturday night rain was making
its effects felt, and the river had risen two
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feet. They measured a rate of change of one
inch in 15 minutes, and decided to stay put
rather than risk a downstream traverse with
the water still rising. At 9 AM, with the
party three hours overdue, I went with Dick
Market to check the river level. By 10 AM we
reached the waterfall - lt was obvious that
the water had risen; it reached the opposite
side of the rift at the falls and had briefly
overflowed, filling the ephemeral pools
beyond. There was no further flood danger,
as the rain had stopped.

ten years to compare archaeological notes
with Phil DiBlasi. They documented the
presumed prehistoric drawings in Main Cave,
then went to Serena's Arbor (the farthest
end of the cave until the early 1900s) to
continue documenting historic signatures.
Rick Olson and George Wood completed their
description and measurement of the
stratigraphic column in the New Entrance
shafts. This will result in an interpretive
document, which should be useful to the trail
guides.

After leaving word at the entrance, we went
upriver. The water had obviously been 18"
higher shortly before. The current made
some crossings difficult, especially at the
chute, where we had to swim. At the
cutaround below the Mammoth Connection,
the water may have been within inches of the
ceiling. After two more swims, we reached
the L-survey junction.

Kathleen Womack's party tried to enhance the
map of Bluff Cave, but the entrance was
completely sealed by a thick wall of ice.
Stanley Sides' party was more successful;
their trip resulted in a partial survey of
Buffalo Creek Cave, on the north side of the
Green River. They found a major cave
stream, which flows 30ft below the Dry
Prong of Buffalo Creek. Further exploration
may require boats, and significant
discoveries are anticipated.

We met Bob's party 150ft up the L-survey, in
a large room. They were in good shape, and
ready to leave at once, with carbides already
fired up. Because they lacked wetsuits, Bob
chose the longer, drier cutaround route. We
arrived at the entrance at 3:15PM, shortly
before formal rescue procedures would have
to be started. Meanwhile, on the surface,
the Park was notified of the overdue party,
and preliminary steps were taken in the
event that a rescue was necessary. I am
proud of the way the surface support crew
performed. It would not be possible for one
person acting alone to anticipate all the
needs and available options the way these
people did. The emergency procedures
worked well, but some updating and
refinement is needed.

March Expedition. March 12-13.
Leader, Ron Wilson; manager Jan Hemberger.
This was the largest expedition in recent
memory, with 58 cavers, but it ran very
smoothly thanks to the skills and
cooperation of the participants.
Dave Griffiths' party set up experiments in
Great Onyx Cave in which manipulation of
cricket egg density and substrate moisture
content will shed light on the interaction of
crickets and predatory beetles. Ken
Carstens returned after an absence of nearly

On Flint Ridge, Richard Zap£ installed a new
lock on the Unknown Entrance gate. Mel
Park's party cleaned up leads in the maze
complex of Ingalls Way. The rest of the
cavers worked in Mammoth Cave Ridge.
Parties led by Doug Baker, Tom Brucker, Sue
Hagan, Jim Kaufmann, Dan Raque, and Hick
Sutton mapped almost a mile of passages in
places such as Boone Avenue, Cathedral
Domes, Mammoth River, Miller Avenue, and
Blue Spring Branch. Jim's party of thin
contortionists discovered a large, virgin
canyon, with lots of gypsum, above Mammoth
River (this is a different area from the
virgin canyon discovered in upstream
Mammoth River in January). The area is
complicated, and is far from fully explored.
Tom's party surveyed passages above
Cathedral Domes, and installed a 130ft rope
that will help Jerry Lewis' biological
research.
A few cavers stayed for a second day. They
unearthed benchmarks at Echo River which
had been burled in river silt; they will be
needed for a new Historic Area map.
Narrative description notes were taken
through a long stretch of Kentucky Avenue,
and leads and loose ends were cleaned up
along Robertson and Nickerson Avenues.
Thanks to Buzz Grover and Kay Sides, who
helped Jan prepare food, and to Roger
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McClure for paintmg the front room of the
Collins House. Much more work on the
bulld1ngs is needed : maintainance will be a
regular feature of expeditions throughout
the summer.

MISSOURI
Janua r Y through March. 1988.
MSS / CR F mappers made a start on Cave
Hollow Cave, a Forest Service stream cave in
Iron County wh ich features a t r unk passage
40ft wide bY 15ft high, with water pooled 2ft
deep. In an inlet near the entrance, we
found several hundred clustered bats. State
bat biologist Rick Clawson visited the site
and confirmed our suspicion that these were
federally endangered Indiana bats. The cave
is now closed to caving through the
hibernation season.
On the Forest Serv ice Irish Wilderness
(M issouri 's largest wilderness area), a
vert1 cal crew mapped 60ft-deep Windy Pit,
wh ich 1"1ad opened r ecently. The pit is on a
gentle slope, with no indication of a sinkhole
or surface channel. The pit opens onto one
r oom with good a ir flow , but no passable way
on. We ma ppe d a second Pi t in a very similar
s ituatio n , excep t t h1s one had been open fo r
50 years. It, too. had one room, ending m a
boulde r ch oke . Work cont inued in the longest
known ca ve on t he Nat ional Forest (a site
1--lhlch remams confidential until the Forest
Se r vice gates it l. A tortuous survey added
280f t to a contorted , multl-level canyon.
On the Ozark National Scenic Riverways,
four small caves near Pulltite Spring were
mapped , and a longer one started. One has a
dange r ously unstable entrance, another
forms a window onto the torrential feeder
stream for Fire Hydrant Spring. In Panther
Hollow , on the Jacks Fork. we discovered and
mapped four small caves. None were longer
than 50ft or higher than 3ft; one featured a
cold , muddy crawl over melting ice. Several
other unreported entrances were noted along
the Jacks Fork.
A ten-person crew mapped 1500ft of
long-stand ing leads , mainly stream inlets. in
Devil's Ice Box , one of the longest and
best-known caves in the State Park system.
Mlck Sutton

MCNP CAVE FAUNA SURVEY
In June, 1987, then
MCNP Superintendent
Pridemore asked CRF
for assistance in
completing a survey
of unique or rare subterranean species in the
Park. His request was part of a policy
initiated by NPS Director Mott requiring
information on all species in National Parks.
Ron Wilson and Kathy Lavoie agreed to
coordinate the survey ; we are asking for
your timely input.
Preliminary information has been gathered
from the MCNP library and other sources.
Survey forms will be sent to CRF and NSS
experts for more information. The Park
Service's request was presented as a series
of tasks:
*** (1) Identify those species that meet
the definition of unique or rare. This
includes most ani mals found in caves, not
onlY those designated as endangered or
threatened.
*** (2) Assess each species. This will be
met by the informat ion provided on our
survey forms.
*** (3) Produce a map to display what is
known about each species. Obviously , a very
big job! We are not sure whether such a map
can be produced right now. We are
requesting information on the locations of
potential and actual habitat.
*** (4) Identify research needs and develop
a strategy to meet those needs. Another big
Job. We know nearly nothing about some
species and quite a bit about others. What
is meant by research needs? Do we include
every possible biological study we can
imagine? I think we need to include only
basic studies at this stage. There is
certainly enough to do at a very simple level
without getting too ex otic.
The report should include all troglobites
(obligate cave animals) and troglophiles
(animals which can live in caves and other
cool, dark environments). Trogloxenes
(animals which must leave the cave but spend
a lot of time in the cave) can be reported
more selectively: cave rats and bats should
be included , but species like daddy long legs
which over-winter in entrances should
probably not. Nor should accidentals.
Species identified to date include 27
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troglobites <2 fishes and 25 invertebrates>,
14+ troglophiles (a fish, a salamander, and
12+ invertebrates/, and many t rogloxenes. If
vou have any information or comments , or
would like a copy of the species list, wnte
to me at the Biology Department , University
of Mich1gan. Flint, MI 48502.
Kathleen H. Lavale

WILDERNESS STATUS PROPOSED
FOR LECHUGUILLA CAVE
Its surveyed length now approaches 13
miles. It is deeper than Carlsbad at 1207ft.
The beauty is indescribable: 5 to 20ft
selenite chandeliers with crystals 18 inches
long: 35ft thick gypsum blocks: soda straw
columns 15ft long; 4ft high aragonite bushes
and so much more. Is this not the most
exciting cave in the country? [see
"Lechuguilla". p.12J In September. Richard
B. Smith , Superintendent of Carlsbad
Caverns National Park, wrote to the NSS
NEWS proposing Lechuguilla Cave be named a
wilderness area, and asking for comments.
Lechuguilla Cave is in the v-1estern corner
along the northernmost border of the
national park. The entrance area has
probably been known for 70 years. From
time to time people visited tr1e cave, but no
se r ious eftort was made to dig into·the
breakdown to open a blowing lead until 1984.
Just under two years ago the dig was
completed and some very persistent cavers
were rewarded with the first view of what
has become a truly fantastic underground
wo r ld.
The matter at hand is how to protect this
magnificent natural feature from damage,
and how to manage it for scientific research
as well as for the enjoyment of visitors.
Superintendent Smith is calling for
wilderness designation to ensure ultimate
protection and permanent preservation.
Lechuguilla Cave ls included in the Park's
management plan for back-country caves,
although cave wilderness is not specifically
mentioned.
Why is wilderness designation needed?
Certain protections are already provided
because the cave is within the wilderness
boundaries of Carlsbad Caverns National
Park. Most people assume that all caves
1-vlthin a wilderness are de facto if not de
.J ure part of that wilderness. But there are
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some imponderables. There is no national
legislation that specifically states U1at
caves in wilderness areas must be managed
as wilderness. What authority would stop a
future park manager from treating
Lechuguilla as other than a wilderness ?
Concerned citizens could take the question to
the courts, but that might not happen until
damage had been done. Lechuguilla is too
pristine, too valuable, and too wonderful to
leave any unknowns in its future
management.
Management is the key question. If
Lechuguilla is declared wilderness, what will
t~1at mean? What will be permitted and what
will be prohibited ? Here is our opportunity
to contribute our ideas to the park managers
as the y put together their plans. Who knows
more about preserving, protecting and
enjoying caves than we do? We are the
recognized e xperts. We need to collect our
thoughts and wor k as colleagues with park
managers to write a sound management plan
for Lechuguilla Cave.
The Cave Research Foundation has promoted
cave wilderness for 25 years. It has
reconfirmed its commitment by appointing me
to head an effort jointly sponsored by the
National Speleological Society to work with
the Carlsbad Caverns managers. (Caves with
wilderness values in other parks will also be
considered.) You can help by telling us what
you think should be done. This is a rare
opportunity to set the correct course right
at the beginning. Let me hear from you
(4916, Butterworth Place NW, Washington,
.DC 20016).
Sarah G. Bishop, Director

rrMap Cd!ls ~r d doh1e
amund here someplace. ."
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LECHUGUILLA - THE DISCOVERIES CONTINUE
The independent Lechuguilla ProJect
expedition of January 2-13, with 62 cavers,
again nearly doubled the cave's length, to
almost 13 miles. The discoveries include a
number of unique and extraordinary displays
of sometimes bizarre decoration.
At the WSW end of the Great Western
Borehole, the roorn found in October was
mapped at 300ft wide by 600ft long - the
cave's largest chamber. At its west end was
the Huapache Highway, a gigantic, broadly
arched conduit averaging 200ft wide - even
more imposing than the Borehole. After
1000ft, this plunged and ended abruptly
along cross fractures, where the first water
in more than a mile has created The Oasis, a
superb display of subtly multi-colored
dripstone. flowstone, shields, and elaborate
tiered shelfstone. A 20ft-long soda straw
is one of the highlights.
The Huapache Highway seems to have only
one significant side passage, the Keel Hall, a
branch of similar dimensions which ends
after several hundred feet in a low ceiling
with possible leads among rubble. The Long
Haul, a branch off the Keel Hall, angles
upward a few hundred feet more to the
Rainbow Room, presently the westernmost
end of the cave. Elsewhere in the Western
Borehole area many leads were pushed, but
all soon ended or encountered difficulties.
A slanting breakdown zone bounding the
southern margins retains promise of
continuing the Borehole trend to the south
of Huapache Highway.
In the eastern branch of the cave the Mega
Maze was expanded by a few thousand feet
along a complex loop with segments up to
100ft wide. Here lie the two largest lakes
yet found in Lechuguilla. The Lake of the
Blue Giants is 75ft wide and probably 30ft
deep. In l ts depths stand several cryptic
objects resembling stalagmites encrusted
with mammilaries, up to 5ft high. Efforts to
discover an easterly counterpart of the
Great Western Borehole out of the Mega
Maze were fruitless, but leads remain in
large-~cale boneyard along the south margin.
Climbers in the North Rift found a 50ft by
100ft room, Fawn Hall(!), approximately
above the junction of the Rift with the
entrance series. Boneyard leads give hope
of a new north or east trend from here.

Late in the expedition, teams pushing the
F-survey complex beyond the Gulf of
California discovered a major southwest
branch of lower Lechuguilla. Three handline
drops opened onto an imposing 50ft wide
corridor ubstructed by beautiful Lake
Lebarge, a rimstone-bounded pond. To the
southwest a borehole floored with pitted
gypsum ran several hundred feet. Along its
right wall, climbable p1ts connected to the
Yellow Brick Road, a lower tube draining
Lake Lebarge, where the wet flowstone and
pool series has white gypsum crusts growing
to the water's edge. The walls are host to
thousands of white gypsum flowers up to 18"
long -certainly the best examples reported
from any New Mexico cave, and no doubt
ranking among the better ensembles in the
world.
Beyond, the route passes into the dr·y
Tinseltown Maze, the entry to which is lined
locally with thin, transparent selenite
blades up to 2" long. These are succeeded by
a scattering of larger selenite crystals,
which grade into branching "chandeliers" up
to 4ft long. After 200ft, Tinseltown opens
by a 30ft downclimb into a major cavern
complex. The first room is divided by
perforated walls and breakdown into
sub-chambers, one of them dominated by the
Wizard's Staff, a gypsum column 12ft high by
5ft wide, and by a spectacular display of
intact and fallen 4-5ft long chandeliers.
This "Land of Awes" led on to a long, steep
descent down a raft-covered slope into
Darktown, a 1OOft wide, dark-stained
chamber piled deeply with raft flakes. Along
an overhang is a growth of the most delicate
·gypsum hairs, up to 15ft long, both single
and in intricately tangled or radiating
clusters. The hairs, like those found near
Lake Louise in October, seem to grow from
old mammilary crust. They reveal
themselves only by tiny, prismatic glints,
and are exasperatingly easy to blunder into.
Beyond Darktown, the route consticts, and
suddenly reopens southward on the startling
expanse of Hoodoo Hall, a broad, rather level
room 200ft wide. Across a trench in the
foreground stands a barrier rampart, like a
model of a Himalayan wall, of dozens of
chalk-white towers 15ft or more high, which
proved to be high-angle raft cones topped
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with poocorn and aragonite trees. This may
oe the most concentrC.Ited grouping of these

obJects knm-m. An or 1fice at Ute souUt end
of the hall opened into a lower chamber 80ft
long bY 40ft v--11de, completely lined with
mammilarY crust, and so reflective of sound
that e crwes reverberated tor at least 12
seconds. Passages west from Hoodoo Hall
led onlv to a 100ft diameter terminal
breakdov-m chamber.
The next daY saw the discovery of the most
umquely impressive place vet found in
Lechuguilla. A partY pushmg boneyard
soutrteast of the Land of Awes were
astounded when confronted by the Chandelier
Ballroom , a low-level chamber 350ft long and
75ft wide, containing gigantic, branching
gypsum sprays radiating 15ft or more from
the arched ceiling. Their stems, some of
which undulate like the vortex of a tornado,
may be 2ft or more thick, and are sheathed in
finely crystalline white gypsum, while the
arms usually end in branching clusters of
clear selenite crystals with fa ces several
inches across. Some of them form comlex
columnar masses, \-lhlle others reach into
open air, and a few have fallen from their
anchorage and shattered. This incredible
exhibition of "chandeliers'' is by far the
most remarkable known. From t he room 's
upper end, the vista of these monstrous,
clawllke forms rn silhouette is singular and
memorable.
The Chandelier Ballroom is but one element
of an extensive maze in v-1hich two parties
mapped about a mile in a single trip. A
corkscrew ascent southwest of the Ballroom
opens into the Prickly Ice Cube Room, one of
the cave's major chambers, which cllmbs
steeply for several hundred feet. Its
chalk-white lining is mterupted by a
conspicuous brown airflow corrosion channel
running up the ceiling. At the floor's
~tighest point, a massive gypsum "glacier".
up to 35ft thick, and probably larger than the
one in Glacier Bay, has shed down the slopes
to either s1de a chaotic jumble of gypsum
"bergs" some of them fringed with
needle-like solution spires.
After traversing a gypsum knife-edge at the
room 's upper end. one can continue
northwest through a narrow tunnel whence
extends a sinuous series of smaller,
hlgh-relief rooms. The south end of the
Beyond Reason fork of the cave's WSW
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branch lies less than 1000 ft north, and a
grand loop conne ction may be poss1b le. Many
large leads remain 1n mega-boneyard above
the Chandelier Ballroom: thls is perrtaps
Lecrtuguilla's most promising remaining area.
During the February Video documentation
[see P.7J no exploratiOn was attempted, but
a new displaY of subaqueous helictites was
found in a small pool. Like the ones found
earlier, theY are closely concordant with a
srtelfstone rim. and are downslope from a
gypsum block. Related stalactite - like forms,
have been found in two old lake basins. In
one, groups up to 1ft long 1 ang fr·om the
underside of mammilaries, and ar·e connected
by bizarre loops of stone rese mb lmg
calc1fled shoestrings. The other site has
Irregular red to black "stalactites'' and
columns up to 4.5ft long. They appear to be
high in heavv metals. and mav have gr01-vn at
the interface between mix mg waters of
different composition.
In the cave 's m1ddle le vels. potato-sr-taped
fossils have been tentativelY identified bY
Harvey DuChene as an undescribed Per-mian
gastropod. Other fossils m the mass1ve
limestone deeper in the cave appear typical
of the Capitan formatwn. Preliminarv study
by David Jagnow suggests that the cave lies
near the Seven Rivers I Queen transitwn In
the bedded lagoonal fac ies. and near the
Capitan I Goat Seep trans1t10n ln the
underlying massive reef facies. It the cave
is divided equally into upper and lm-ver
halves, 92% of the known passage is irt the
lower half, with a peak close to the Big Room
level of Carlsbad. This is below the canyon
floors. so if other caves are developed
preferentially at such levels, many may be
unenterable because theY do not rise high
enough to intersect the surface.
Few push trips are now under 20 hours lonq.
and it 's likely that the pace of surveY1ng wlll
slow because of increasing difficulty in
getting to leads. One party tried camping in
the western boreholes by means of a bivouac
using space blankets , 1-vith mixed results
<condensation was troublesome ).
Nevertheless, rooms and corridors 100 200ft wide are now commonplace. the cave's
linear dimensions have been expanded to
7700ft, and Lechugullla ~-1111 probably
surpass the 21-mile surveyed passage length
of Carlsbad Cavern this year.
Donald Davis
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BOOK NOTES
On Rope bY J.l.l ie n Padgett & Bruce Smith.
Nat wn,:,J Spe ]eo!tJgical Soc1et ;:, 1987. 341pp.
Cost PPd. from Cave Books $19.95.
On Rope, the f1r st compret"1cnslve NorU1
Amencan verti cal cav1 ng book, is a fine
additwn to ca vmg literature. Discussions
begw wJ th t he basics and proceed to more
compJe >: -and usual lY more recentte crJmques ancl te ch nology. f'or example , the
se ctions on rappelllng and prusiking begm
>-~ lth th e bodY rappel and da ssi c three-knot
sYstem and contmue through virtually every
clevJ ce and sYstem that has been invented.
The text is generally clear, concise, and
Informative WIth many well drawn diagrams.
The hard vmrk of the authors and their many
reviewers shows tru-oughout the book.
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Fig . 6-42 . Climbing efficiently calls for
12-14 inch steps and constant rhythm.

The book is X.ITY_ North American in outlook,
favonng natural rig points over bolts, rope
pads over rebelay, single rig points with a
backup over multiple rig points, and
mdiVIduallzed rigs over standardization.
These attitudes are appropriate in a North
American SRT book; it should be apparent to
everyone, however. that many difficult caves
have been explored by others with very
different philosophies and techniques.
Philosophy should be tempered with the
knowledge that there are many mistakes a
vertical caver can only make once. What
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North American caver has not .,..~ished on
some occasion for more standardized rigs,
and better· training, particularly in working
as teams? (For a contrasting view, I
recommend SRT by Dave Elliot as a nicely
done description of one variation of
European techniques.)
On Rope contains a number of mistakes which
detract from the book. These include
annoying mispellings, typographical errors,
and minor geological mistakes. There are a
few more serious errors which leave one
suspiciously looking for more. Figure 3-13
Produces an overhand knot rather than a
figure eight, if tied as shown. Diagrams on
pp 159 and 289 show a potentially dangerous
arrangement in the inchworm system. The
tether for the Mar-Bar is shown attached to
the top of the foot jumar. Attachment of any
tether to the top of a jumar is very
dangerous <as the authors point out
elsewhere) since falling against such a
tether can t\-.list the jumar off the rope.
Mistakes such as these are disappointing in
a book of otherwise verv high quality.
On Rope carries strong statements on cave
conservation, the dangers inherent in SRT,
and the need for practice, all of which I
heartily applaud. It will serve the beginner
well as a source of basic information and
will satisfy the experienced caver looking
for in-depth information.
Bob Osborn

*****
MINING continued from p.3
The DElS acknowledges that even if the
leases are deoied, the U.S. lead supply is not
at risk. The economic benefits to the local
area are also on shaky ground. Most of the
nation 's lead is mined tram elsewhere on the
Mark Twain National Forest, and overall
employment is unlikely to increase. Many
believe the decision owes more to politics
than to rational resource management. The
mining industry is a powerful economic and
political force in southern Missouri, and
state and U.S. legislators have generally
been sympathetic to industry interests.
Indications are that the Forest Service will
ignore the widespread opposition and grant
the leases. A fight in the law courts and in
the halls of Congress is likely.
Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan
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THE REAL FLOYD COLLINS/ HOME

When. a new water llne was put in to the
House on Flmt Ridge, Phil DiBlasi
mpmtored the excavation for cultural
art1~acts. The following is excerpted from
Phtl s archaeological and historical report.
It came as something of a disillusionment to
us to learn that the present "Floyd Collins
Home" wasn't built until the early 1930s
(Floyd's fatal entrapment took place in
1925!. CMS/SHJ
Aus~m

In October 1987 a domestic water line was
placed across part of the Floyd Collins Home
I CrYstal Cave complex. Prior to the
excavation, plat maps were examined, and
revealed the possibility of disturbing late
19th. earlv 20th century structures
associated <.--l ith the life of Floyd Collins.
Trte line was Placed to minimize the potential
Impacts. The ditch Has excavated by the
local 1-vater company. and monitored by
mYself and Lee Sneed. Additionally, surface
collectwns 1-vere made and analyzed.
An rntervre1.J Witt't Burnell Ehman, former
Director of the CR F. Produced a lot of
informatiOn about the first Collins home.
When he first visited CrYstal Cave in June
1927, he saw a residential structure "sHnilar
to trtousands You see across Kentucky." It
1--1as a clapboanj, one and one half stor v
bulldmg. southHest of the present house,
set on Pier supports (probably sandstone>.
There appeared to be two rooms. The
bu1lding measured about 30ft by 15ft. Mr.
Ehman satd that the structure v•as torn down
somet1me after the present Collins home was
built in the early 1930s. He recalled that
trte front portion \east two rooms) of the
Present house were bullt fir st, and the 'L '
attached to the rear <west) was built later.
The 106m ditch was excavated by machine to
a deotr1 of . 75 - 1m. The mon itors walked
alongside. When cultural material was
observed. the ba ckdir·t 1~1as drY screened.
Cultural remains 1-vere confined to a thin
surface veneer. and result from recent
actlYittes le.g. placement ot the gravel road
and its drainage ditches). The trench profile
was simole. ~-vith onlY two honzons, and
indicated undisturbed soil formation. There
,...,as no evtdence for buried features
associated wtth the first Collins home. but
every effort was made to place the lme so as
not to disturb suc~' features.
A detailed surface collectwn was made from
the Immediate area . Of 238 items recovered
none date to earlier than the mid 19th

century, corre~ponding to rtistorlcal accounts
of Lee Collins <Floyd 's father) moving to the
area about 1880. The items were sorted into
six functional categories - activities,
architecture, clothing, furniture. kitchen and
personal. The ratio of items in each
category are consistent with a residential
pattern <domestic structure and the
immediate yard>. The artifacts were also
assigned beginning and endtng dates of
manufacture, and a mean date of occupancY
calculated. The date. 1898, corresponds well
with the approximate mean occupancy date
1907, derived from the historical re~ord. '
The presence of machtne-cut nails m the
surface assemblage suggest an earlier than
1880 constuction date for at least part of
the first Collins home - manufacture of such
nails ceased about 1870. <A single
machine-cut nail was found during recent
renovations of the present Collins Home,
suggesting that portions of the earlier
house were used in its construction).
An unexpected component of the assemblage
were fragments of worked and unworked
freshwater mussels, and a mussel shell
pendant. (During the r-enovations of tt-1e
present house. a shell cructfix was
recovered>. The fragments may represent
stages in the manufacture of items for
visitors to Crystal Cave. There 1s no
historical documentation of this activity , but
it would be a logical one for the Coil ins
family. Freshwater mussels could be easily
obtained from the Green River and made into
saleable items.
Owing to the thin vertical distlbution of the
remains, I strongly suggest that no
surface-altering activities be carried out
near the present Collins house. the site of
the first Collins house or the ticket office.
More data needs to be recovered, and the
eligibility of the site for the National
Register of Historic Places should be
determined.
Phil DiBlasi

CALENDAR
GUADALUPES EXPEDITIONS
H* Memorial Day. May 28-30
Barbara amEnde 505-327 - 4238
n . Restoration Camp, June 6-10
see notice on p.2.
~** Independence Day, July 2-4
Dave Logan 505-988-2407
***Summer, August 6-7
Rom Lipmski 505-299-4603
... ,. Labor Day. Septe rnber 3-5
Dave & Susan Ecklund 402 - 493-2754
*"'*Columbus Day. October 8-10
Jerry Atkinson & Pat Kambesis
915 - 697 - 3807
""** Thanksgiving, November 24-27
Bruce Baker 405-234-296 3
*** New Year, De cember 31-January 2
Cvndi Masch 303-567-4565
NotlfY the expedition leader the area
manager <Ri ch Wolfert 30 3-2 78-1891 1 or tt1e
suooiies coord1nator (8111 Ziegler
50 5- 262-060 2> at least one week in advance.
MAMMOTH CAVE EXPEDITIONS
NO TE :- There are some changes from the
schedule published in the February
Newsletter.
H l t Memorial Day. May 27-30
Buzz Grover 2 17-356-7410 <H>:
217-3 33- 0700 \'W)
***"Summer Solstice.z, June 14-20
Scott House 3 14-2tlt-4356 <H)

CAVE RESEARCH FOUNDATION
P.O. BOX 443
YELLOW SPRINGS. OH 45387
ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED

George Veni
4019 Ramsgate
San Ant onio TX 78230

*"** Independence Day July 1-9
Pete Lindsley 214-727-2497 <H>
214-956-1046 <W>
*** August New Moon, August 5-7
Tim Schafstall 302-731-2801 <H>
302-655-4451 <W>
*** Labor Day September 2-5
Mick Sutton 3 i 4-546-2864 <H>
***Columbus Day, October 7-10
Norm Pace 812-335-6152 <W>
812-336-1891 <H>
*** Thanks~iving, November 23-27
Phil DiBlas1 502-588-6724 <W)
The first and last dates are arrival and
departure dates. Contact the expedition
leader or operations manager <Tim
Schafstall 302-731-280 1> two weeks in
a dvance. Failure to inform of a cancellation
may result in a bill for breakfast and dinner
fees.
MISSOURI GOVERNMENT AGENCY TRIPS
May 21-22: June 18-19: July 16-17; August
20-21.
Most of these trips are based at the Alley
Center in the Ozark National Scenic
Riverways. Floor space and kitchen are
available. Not1fy the operations manager,
Scott House <3 14- 287-4 356).
DIRECTORS' MEETING at Flint Ridge: May 28.
ANNUAL MEETING: November 11-13 at
Champaign-Urbana, Illinois.
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